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International migration has become an emerging research topic due to the fact
that, regardless of the destination, the number of international migrants
worldwide is the largest to date. It is estimated that there are currently at least
one billion migrants in the world (WHO, 2014).
Migration has consequences at the individual and societal levels, both for the
people who (voluntarily or involuntarily) make the decision to migrate, as well as
for the societies that host them. The focus of this special issue on migration,
which is expected to be published online during the third quarter of 2017,
examines these consequences, as well as the psychological, social, and cultural
correlates of the process of migration: including before, during and after the
transition itself.
General regulations
The work must be an original, unpublished, empirical research article, and must
be a significant contribution to knowledge with respect to this topic. Depending
on the importance of the contribution, theoretical reflection articles based on
original research and literature reviews may also be published.
The manuscript may be submitted in English or Spanish, and must be submitted
through the following OJS platform:
http://revistas.javeriana.edu.co/index.php/revPsycho/user/register
The authors must register and send their articles following the provided links.
Additionally, they must send a copy of the manuscript to the Guest Editor
(alurzua@ucn.cl), indicating in the email subject line: “Migration Monograph
2017”.
Time frame for submission, assessment, and decision, and withdrawal:
Manuscripts must be submitted by the end of May, 2017. Acknowledgement of
receipt will be issued immediately and the author will be informed about the
status of the submitted work within the following two months. Final acceptance

may depend on suggestions or corrections proposed by the editorial committee.
The authors will receive a copy of the journal issue in which their printed article
appears. To withdraw a manuscript after receiving a written acceptance from the
editor, a written request must be addressed to the general editor of Universitas,
with a copy sent to the Guest Editor.

Publication rights:
If a manuscript is accepted for publication, the editor will retain printing and
distribution rights in any format or media; however, any reasonable request by
the author to reprint his or her contribution will be honored.











Review criteria
Two reviewers will blindly evaluate each submitted contribution, and the final
version of the manuscript will reflect the comments of the reviewers. We request
that authors consider this when preparing and submitting a manuscript (adapted
from Sabadini, Sampaio & Koller, 2009, p. 31.)
Complete adherence to APA publication rules
Limits, interest, and scope (transcending the local sphere) of the research
problem
Relevant scientific literature discussed completely and adequately
Adequate research methodology employed
Adequate data quality and data presentation
Clear tables and figures, adequately employed, and presented in the text
Theoretical support in the discussion and results sections
Good general format (Grammar, Syntax)
Use of Latin American sources. The magazine will favor references to previously
published articles in Universitas, as well as in other journals from the Redalyc
service. Articles in Portuguese will only be considered if they include a
significant number of references to psychological literature in Spanish.
Format and manuscript preparation:
The preferred format is Microsoft Word .DOC or .DOCX. No more than 8000
words, letter size pages, double spaced, margins of 2.5 cms.
In order to be published, manuscripts must completely adhere to the format and
recommendations of the publication guides from the American Psychological
Association (APA) in its 6th Edition in English, or the 3rd Edition in Spanish.
Manuscripts that do not follow these recommendations will not be considered for
review and will be immediately returned for revision.
Information to include:
Please send with each document the authors’ complete information: name (as it
must appear in the publication,) institution, postal address, e-mail address and
phone number. Include a footnote with the nature of the article (research, literary
review, theoretical, etc.) Include in the acknowledgement section the Project

title, dates when the project was carried out, grant support, and grant number if
applicable.
Send:
Title page that includes:
a) article title that clearly summarizes the main idea of the research;
b) names of all authors, institutions, postal and email addresses.
(Abstract): brief summary of the article’s content, describing what was done,
how it was done, the findings and their significance. No more than 120 words, as
well as a Spanish translation.
Graphs and tables: inserted within the text, adequately numbered in sequential
order. Each must have a brief title that describes its contents.
References: according APA style and cited within the text.
The manuscripts that present original research must additionally contain the
following sections: introduction, method and materials, findings, discussion and
acknowledgements.

